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INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS article we construct by a modified splitting principle characteristic lasses of bundles 
with supplementary structures. 
On an analytic manifold X a bundle E is said to be flat if it has an holomorphic 
integrable connection V. We construct classes 
c,(E. V)EH2P(X, Z(p) ---) C) = H2P_l(X, @/Z(p)). 
More generally, if Q: f& --) A’ is a quotient of the holomorphic De Rham complex Q, such 
that A”= 8, and A’ is a quotient bundle of @, we say that E is r,-flat if it has an integrable 
connection V with values in A1 (2.1). We construct classes 
c,(E, V)EH~~(X, Z(p) + A’) 
which are finctorial and additive for exact sequences compatible with V. They are uniquely 
determined by those two properties and the definition of c,(E, V) (due to P. Deligne [2], 
(1.3), [6]). The group H2(X, Z( 1) + fix+A1) is identified with the group of isomorphism L 
classes (E, V) of rank one bundles E with an Al-connection V. Therefore V is integrable if 
and only if (E, V) lies in the subgroup H2(X, Z (1) + A’). This defines c,(E, V). 
M. Karoubi ([ll] and [12]) constructed with K-theory and cyclic homology classes 
E (E)E H2p-’ (X, @/Z(p)) when X is a simplicial set and E is a flat bundle. He told the 
aLthor that his classes are functorial and additive (and that he will write it down in the 
planned “Homologie cyclique et K-thkorie III”). This would imply c,(E, V) = E,(E) for flat 
bundles (2.252). 
The cohomology H2p(X, Z(p) + L?,) maps to the Deligne cohomology H2p(X, h(p),), 
whereZ(p),=Z(p)+Ox+. . . +i2f;-‘. Our classes c,(E, V) lif the Chern classes c;(E) in 
the Deligne cohomology (2.25.1) (see [Z] for a definition of c;(E)). If X has an Hodge 
structure, for example if X is algebraic proper over C, then the projection of c,(E, V) in 
H2p(X, Z(p)+ R(p)) is identified with c;(E) (2.251). 
J. Cheeger and J. Simons ( [4] ) constructed in a differential geometric framework classes 
ep(E)~ H 2p-1(X, R/E) when X is a C” manifold and E is a flat bundle. In general the 
relationship between c*,(E) and c;(E) is not known. When E is unitary and X has an Hodge 
structure, S. Bloch [3] and C. Soul& [13] proved that e,(E) lifts c;(E). Therefore 
in this case our classes lift the Cheeger-Simons classes (2.25.3) via the map C/B(p) -+ 
WPMP) =$ R/Z. 
Our method consists of two parts: the definitions of the “r-construction” and of the “T- 
product”. Iff: P + X is the flag bundle of E(2.7), the connection V defines a morphism T: 
n: +f*A’. The integrability condition implies that (rd)2 =0 and that T extends to the 
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De Rham complex T: Q; + A;, where Ai=f*A’, with Rf,A;= A’ (2.7,i). This defines an 
integrable r-connection (i.e. with values in A:; see (2.1) for definition) V, onf* E, which is 
compatible with the canonical filtration of f*E. Therefore it defines integrable r-con- 
nections V,. k on the splitting rank one bundles L, of f* E, and classes (L,,, V,.,) in 
H’(P, Z (1) + A;) (2.7,ii). Next, one has to define a “r-product” on the “r-cohomo- 
logy” H2p(Z’, Z(p) -+ A;). We do it just by multiplying on the left with H2p(P. Z(p)) (2.9). 
This defines classes 
~,(~*EJ*V)EH~~U’, Z(P)--+ A;) 
as p-symmetric sums of (Lkr V,.,) (2.10). 
The r-cohomology is not a free module over the r,,-COhO~dOgy. So one can not apply 
Hirzebruch-Grothendieck’s splitting principle. However the construction implies imme- 
diately that our classes are defined on X and lift the Deligne classes (2.15). It is technical but 
straightforward to prove functoriality (2.16) and additivity (2.17). 
We hope that our quite elementary method may cast a new light on the role played by 
the flat structure V on the multiplicative behaviour of c:(E). (Recall in this connection that 
S. Bloch’s conjecture [3], asking whether c;(E) is torsion if p 2 2 when E is flat and X is 
projective, is still unsolved.) 
Flat or r,-flat bundles are quite rigid. It is a larger class to consider holomorphic 
integrable connections V with logarithmic poles along a divisor with normal crossing D. 
More generally if tO: !& (0) + Ai i s a quotient of the holomorphic De Rham complex 
with logarithmic poles along D, such that A; = fi, and AL is a quotient bundle of 0; ( D ), 
we consider bundles E with integrable connections V with values in Ah (3.1). We construct 
classes 
dim X c,(E,V)EH~‘(X,~Z(~),I”~~...~R~-‘~A~~...-A, ) 
rod 
which are functorial and additive for exact sequences compatible with V. They are uniquely 
determined by those two properties and the definition of c,(E, V). Moreover they lift the 
classes c;(E) (3.6). The method is the same r-construction as in the r,-flat case, but the T- 
product has to be refined a little bit to obtain classes lifting the Deligne classes c:(E) (3.6). 
P. Deligne [6] in the rank one cast, H. Gillet and C. Soul& [S] in the higher rank case 
defined characteristic classes of hermitian bundles in Chow groups in the Arakelov theory, 
i.e. groups of cycles with supplementary structures. A good cohomological theory of 
characteristic classes of hermitian bundles should factor through their classes, lift c;(E) and 
the Chern forms. A very small step in this direction is described in 34. 
PRELIMINARIES 
(0.1) Throughout this article, X is an analytic manifold over @ of complex dimension n, 
D is a normal crossing divisor on X, j: X-D + X is the open embedding. As usual one 
denotes by Q, (Q, (D)) the holomorphic (holomorphic with logarithmic poles along D) 
De Rham complex of X with Klhler differential d. The complex I&(D) is quasi- 
isomorphic to Rj,@ ([S]). One defines G,=@, the sheaf of holomorphic functions. A 
vector bundle E is a locally free ox-sheaf of finite rank. We call r its rank. The vector bundle 
&UZ! E of endomorphisms of E splits into 0, @&d’E, where dnd”E is the vector bundle 
of endomorphisms of trace 0, via cp =k trace cp. identity + cp’. For a Z-module A we set 
A(p) = (2in)p A. 
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(0.2) An holomorphic connection 
V: E + Cl:@ E is a @-linear morphism verifying the Leibniz-rule 
V(E:x) = i-V(x) + di*x, for i. E 6, and x E E. One defines 
V:R;@E+R$+‘@E by 
V(o@x)=dor\x+(-l)P WAVX, for ocQ$ and XEE. 
One says that V is integrable if (R, 0 E, V) is a complex, or equivalently, if the curvature 
Vz E Horn,> (E, Q$@I E) vanishes. The bundle E is said to be.flat if E admits an integrable 
connection. Flat bundles are in one-to-one correspondence with local constant systems by 
the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence 
{(E, V)} + {L=KerV}, {L) --) (LO 0?x, 1 @d} 
C 
(0.3) On a trivializing open cover Ui of E on X define Vi by declaring some basis to be 
flat. Since two holomorphic connections differ by a holomorphic one form with values in 
8’tir/ E, the class in H’(X, Qi@Gna! E) of the cocycle (Vi-Vj)eI( Uin Uj, Qi@&~d E) 
does not depend on the trivialization chosen. This is the Atiyah class atE of E (Cl]). 
Its vanishing is the Fbstruction for E to have an holomorphic connection. One has 
cDR(E)=(- l)p trace A at EeHP(X, a$), where cp 
his 
DR(E) is the De Rham Chern class. One 
atE= --c, ’ DR(E).identity@atoE, 
r 
according to the splitting &SW! E = Cl,@3 &‘+zd”E (0.1). If tij is a cocycle representing the class 
of E in H’(X, YC,(Cx)), then - tij’ drij represents at E. 
(0.4) One defines at,E to be the image of at E in H’(X, Qi (0) @AU’ E). Its vanishing 
is the obstruction for E to have an holomorphic connection with logarithmic poles along D 
(same definition as in (0.2) where one replaces 0: by Q:(D)). Integrable logarithmic 
connections were studied by P. Deligne [S]. 
(0.5) Define P=P(E)= Proj,( @ S’(E)) the projective bundle of E, where S’(E) are the 
II20 
symmetric powers of E,f: P + X, C?(l) as the relatively ample sheaf uniquely determined by 
the surjection 
f*E-++0(1). 
One has two fundamental sequences 
i P 
(0) 0 --) f *n: -+ n: --) n:,, 4 0 
(1) O~n:,,(l)~f*E~0(1)~0 
where Ri,, is the sheaf of relative holomorphic one forms. Denote by TL,, the relative 
tangent sheaf. 
(0.6) Let l$ be an open cover of P such that p admits a section (TV on vi. Two sections of p 
differ by an element inf*R:O T&x. Therefore the class in 
H1(P,f*R:,OT~,x)=H1(X,R:ORf,T:,,)=H1(X,R:O~~~noE) 
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of the cocycie 
(CT,-CTj)Er(Vir\ vj, f*R:-@T&x) 
does not depend on the trivialization chosen. This is the extension class (0.50). 
LEMMA. This class is -atoE. 
Proof: By the descriptions (0.3) and (0.6) it is enough to see that on any trivializing open 
set U for E on X, any connection V defines a section of p, and that Qt 0 6~d’E acts on the 
connectlons on U as .f *fit, @ Tb,x does on the sections of p on f- 1 U. 
Given V, define 
a@1 ccl,=(ln:04)S*Vln:,x(,) from Q&,(l) to Q;(l), 
where j*V is defined to be f -’ V on f -' E, d on 0, via the Leibniz rule. Then a@ l,,,, is 
@,-linear. 
(0.6.1) Claim. -a is a section ofp. 
Proof. Let ek be a basis of E on U. Define tk= q(ek). Then tk are the homogeneous 
coordinates of P’- ’ inf - ’ U 2 U x Pr- ‘. Onf- l U n (to # 0) the holomorphic coordinates 
of~r~1n(r0ti0)are~,toisabasisof~~(l),xk=ek-~eo(k=l,. . . , r - 1) is a basis of QL,, 
k 
( 1 
k 
with pd f =r. One has 
to to 
a@I(x’)=(l@q)(f*Ve’-$_f*Ve’)-d $ .t” 
0 
and therefore 
a =f (1 @q) (f*Vek-$j*VeO)-d 
Sincef*VekEf*CIi@E, one has 
p i(l@q)(f*Vek-$f*Ve') 
( > 
=O. 
Therefore one has 
pa($)=-pd($)=-5. 
If V'=V+z, with r=rk’~r(U,R::O~~zdE), one has 
(af-a)O 1 (xk)=(l 04) ( ctek-gaeo) 
k 
=C Cl“ltl _t 1 @I~‘. 
I to I 
One sees that i trace 2’ identity acts trivially and that (a’ -a) defines a @,-linear map 
from Ri,, to f *Cl:. Thereforef*flb@&+uJ’E acts asf*Q:@ Tb,, does. 
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(0.7) Assume that E has an holomorphic connection V. This defines 0 as in (0.6) and 
T= 1 +ap is a section of i. With the notations of (0.6) one has 
Define a r-connection V, on a sheaf F on P to be a C-linear morphism V,: F -+ f *ai OF 
verifying the z-Leibniz rule V,(E.. x) = 2. V,(x) + r(d2). x, for i. E G,, and x E F. 
LEMMA. tf *V is a r-connection on f*E such that rf* V/o;,,(i) is a r-connection Vi on 
Q&,(l) and (1 Oq)rf*V is a well de$ned r-connection V, on 8(l). 
Proof As -U is a section of p, (1 @q) (sf *V) (o;,,(i) = 0. Therefore @,,( 1) is stable under 
tf *V, and the quotient (10 q)zf *V is defined. 
(0.8) Remark. In an effort to understand conditions for a bundle to be flat, we computed 
some time ago (0.6) and (0.7) with B. Angeniol. The point (0.6) is well known whereas the 
point (0.7) will play an important role in this article. 
$1. SOME CONDITIONS FOR A BUNDLE TO BE FLAT. 
(1.1) Let E be a rank one bundle. Its isomorphism class is a class in 
H’(X, P) 44 
-P H2(X, z (1) + Q 
say with cocycle tij~ T(U,n Vj, O*) in a Tech cover Ui. Consider the exact sequence of 
complexes 
0 + (0 --) o-+0 42: -.,.-Q$) 
J 
(Z(1) -+ c”, + a;, + 0 
H2(X, E(1) + Q,)S H’(X, c*) 
I 
H2(X, Z( 1) + 0, --) n:, 
is injective. One considers also the morphism 
P(X, Z(1) + 0, --) n;, 
1 
H2(X, Z(1) + 0,); H’(X, co*). 
LEMMA. (i) The isomorphism classes of rank one bundles E with holomorphic connections 
V build a group identified with H2(X, Z(1) + 0, -a:). Denote by (E, V) a class in 
H2(X, Z(1) + c”, -Q$). Its image (E) in H2(X, H(1) -+ LO,) is the isomorphism class of E. 
(ii) V is integrable if and only if(E, V)E H’(X, h(l) -+ Q;). 
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Proof (i) This is Deligne’s observation ( [2], (1.3), [6]) In some Tech cover V is given by 
one forms oiEI(Ui, Qi) verifying riyl .d<ij=wi-wj. (cij, wi) is the class wanted. It is 
isomorphic to the class of (c?“, d) if and only if they are functions fin I(Ui, ei) verifying 
tij =fi .f,: ’ and oi =fi- ’ . dl;:. 
(ii) The curvature doi E H’(X, a$ + . . . --) Qi), where wi is as in (i), vanishes if and only 
if 
(E, V)EKer(H’(X, E(1) + ox -&)7; Z-Z’(X,R$ + . . -Qi)) 
=P(X, Z(1) + Q,). 
(1.2) In this language it is easy to see the well known 
CLAIM. IfX has an Hodge structure, then H’(X, C*)=H’(X, Z(1) + oY + Qt). There- 
fore ifE is a rank one bundle with vanishing Atiyah class, all the holomorphic connections on E 
are integrable. 
Proof By (1.1) the second statement is a consequence of the first one. One has the 
commutative square of complexes 
This gives a commutative diagram 
P(Z(1) ---) 8 + Qi) H(dl) ---+H0(R2+. . .+Q”) 
I H(i) 
H2(&) + Co) H(d,) 1 rH’(R’-+Q2-+. . .-i-2”) 
The first statement is equivalent o H(d,)=O. The image of H(d,) is contained in H’(Q’) 
and therefore meets in 0 the image of H(i). Since H(i) is injective, this implies H(d,)=O. 
(1.3) Let E be a bundle of rank r with an holomorphic connection V. Introduce r, 
(Co(l), V,) and (Q&,(l), Vi) as in (0.7). If (Td)2 =0 denote by Q; the complex 
o,Tf*n:,d.. . -f*Qn,, 
rd 
and call it the r-De Rham complex. We say that V,(V:) is integrable if V,Z =0 (Vi2 = 0). Define 
the t-flat sections to be those which are annihilated by a r-connection. 
LEMMA. 
(0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
One has Rf, V,=V 
(rd)’ = 0 if and only g V,’ is 0,-linear. In this case, 7: Cl; + f *Qi extends to a 
morphism of complexes 7: l2; --) 0;. One has Rf,Q=Q,. This defines a morphism 
Rf,C, --t C, in the derived category. 
V is integrable if and only if V, is. In this case, Vi is integrable. Moreover O(1) and 
Q:,,(l) are generated by r-flat sections. 
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Proof: (i) As Rj,.f* @=i2;, one just has to see that f, rd =d. This is a local condition 
on X. Onanopen set U onX,one has r(f-‘v,f*nk,)=r(S-‘u,f-‘n”,)on which rd=d. 
(ii) As in (i), one just has to seef*V,= V. Asf*E is by construction the sheaf generated 
by relative global sections of 0(l), and as V,=(l @q)rf*V, this is equivalent to see 
f*(rf* V)= V. This is the same as in (i). 
(iii) One has VT( ~:x)=;~.V~(X)+(~~)~(L).X, for E.Efl, and x~0(1). Q$ is additively 
generated by elements y = 3. -da, for WE sZ:- ‘, i. E Cr,. Then rdy = tdi. A tdo, whereas 
rd(l . rdo) = sdi. A zdo + 1 (rd)20. If (td)2 = 0, then sdy = od(i.. rdo). In other words, one has 
a morphism of complexes 7:R; + Q;. 
Since Q; is f-acyclic and f, 7d = d (i), one has Rf, Q; = 0,. Since Q; and fl, are quasi- 
isomorphic to CP and Cx, 7 defines a morphism Rf,@, --) C, in the derived category. 
(iv) If V2 = 0 then E = L @ 0, where L is a local constant system, and V = 1 ad. Then 
c 
7f *V= 1 @rd. If ek is a basis of L on V, one has (with the notations of (0.7)) rd 
( ) 
g =O. 
Therefore (zd)2 =O. This implies (rf *V)’ = 0, as well as Vf = Vi2 = 0. 
Conversely if Vf = 0, then f, Vf = V2 = 0. One may generate O( 1) by rk and fib,, (1) by xk, 
which are r-flat sections. 
(1.4) Remark. To see that the integrability of V implies (td)’ = 0 (which means that one 
has a r-complex), one does not need in (iv) the description of E by its flat sections. If ek is any 
basis of E on U, one has (0.7): 
7duk=CwkS.uS_Uk.C00~.US 
s s 
P 
where one sets for simplicity uk =-, where ok’ is the connection matrix of V on U. Therefore 
to 
one has: 
where 
B = _ 1 &s T #’ . uS’ + 1 &s. us c &‘s’ . $’ = b + b’ 
s s s’ 
c= -~gk~.u~~~O~.u~+uk~~O~.u~~~O~.u~~c+c~ 
s s s s 
E=Uk~gOs~gs~‘.UJ’_Uk~gOs.Us~gOs’.Us’=e+e~. 
s s1 s s’ 
The integrability condition 
&-,++,,k~.~~‘=o 
s 
implies A + b = 0, D + e = 0. On the other hand one has b’ + c = 0, c’ = e’ = 0. This proves that 
(sd)2uk = 0. 
TOP 27:3-P 
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This remark is important for $3 and &l, where the r-flat sections for the connections 
considered there do not generate the bundle E. 
(1.5) If (td)2=0, one has as in (1.1) an injection 
H2(P, z (1) * n;) 
I 
H2(P, z (1) -+ 0, --f* n:,. 
rd 
(O,, td) is the trivial (integrable) r-connection. One considers the morphism 
H2(P, h (1) --, up Tf*sz:) 
I 
H2(P, h (1) + 0,). 
For (F, V,) and (F’, Vi) two rank one bundles with (integrable) r-connections, define the 
(integrable) r-connection on F @ F’: V, 0 Vi (e @ e’) = V,e Q e’ + e @ V:e’. If cp: F’ -+ F is a 
Co,-morphism, define on F’ the (integrable) r-connection: q*V;(e’)=V,(cp(e)). Then ~0 
is an isomorphism from (F’, Vi) to (F, V,) if it is an isomorphism from F’ to F verifying 
‘p*v, = vi. 
LEMMA. (i) The isomorphism classes of rank one bundles F with r-connections V, build a 
group identified with H2(P1 Z (1) + 0, -f *Cl:). Denote by (C (1) V,) the class defined 
in (0.7). Its image in H2(P, h (1) + 0r) is’dthe isomorphism class of O(1). 
(ii) Assume that (rd)2 =O. Then V, is integrable if and only if(0 (l), V,)EH~(P, iZ (1) + !2;). 
Proof (i) We mimic (1 .l). If u,~ is a cocycle representing F on some Tech cover, then V, is 
given by o, E I( U,, f *Q:) such that ~~7’ * rdua8 = w, - op. Then (u,~, w,) is the class wanted. 
This class is isomorphic to (0, sd) if and only if they are faE T(U,, 0;) verifying 
u,,=fm.f;', and o,=f;'.7dfm 
(ii) By (1.3)(iv), V2 =0 if and only if Vf =O. This is equivalent o 
O=rdo,EHO(P,f*n; +. . . -f*Q",) 
or 
(0(1),V,)~Ker(H~(P,2!(1) -+ O,-f*Q:) 
I 
HO(P, f*n:+ . . . -+f*n",) 
=H2(P,h(l) -Q). 
(1.6) CLAIM. If X has an Hodge structure, and E is a bundle on X with an holomorphic 
connection V such that (td)‘=O, then one has 
In particular V2 =0 if and only ifs =O. 
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Proof: By (1.5) the second statement is a consequence of the first one. From the 
commutative diagram 
Z(l)+ &.--+f*R: 
1 
H(1) + (3, 
i 
d, 
one has the commutative diagram 
H2(Z(1)--t&p+f*n:) 
HU,) 
*HO(f*n:-+..-f*n;) 
I I 
I 1 H(i) 
H2(Z(1) + OP) F H’(R:,+ . . -+Rnp+‘-‘)--+ H'(f*Q$-+ . . -+f*nn,). 
HW,) H(r) 
The first statement is equivalent to H(d,)=O. The image of H(d,) is contained in 
H’(R:), therefore the image of H(r)H(d,) is contained in H’(f *Cl:.). 
It meets in 0 the image of H(i). Since H(i) is injective, one has H(d,)=O. 
Remark. Compare (1.3) (iv) and (1.6). In general one has V2 =0 if and only if Vf = 0. With 
an Hodge structure, one has V2 = 0 if and only if (~d)~ =0. This is slightly weaker. This 
corresponds to (1.2). 
$2. CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES OF A BUNDLE E WITH AN INTEGRABLE CONNECTION 
(2.1) Let Y be a smooth analytic variety. Let (A’, k 2 0) be a complex such that there is a 
morphism of complexes T: Q; + A’ where A”=O,, ALA1 = A’ is a quotient bundle of S2:. 
Define B’ = Ker T: Q$ + A ‘. As the differential of A’ is the factorization through A’ of rd, 
write simply rd for it. 
A bundle F is said to have a r-connection if there is a @-linear morphism V: F + A’ 0 F 
verifying the r-leihniz rule V,(i.. x) = i.. V,(x) + rd(i.) @ x. 
V, is said to be integrable if Vf =O. 
F is said to be generated by T-flat sections if it is locally generated by sections x verifying 
V,x=O. In this case one may find a cocycle uZP representing F with uajs’. 5duaD =O. 
(P, td ) is the trivial (integrable) r-connection. As in (1.5) the isomorphism class of (F, V,) 
isinH2(Y,Z(l)-,~f’y~A1),andVT=Oifandonlyif(F,V,)isin H2(Y,Z(l)+A’). 
(2.2) One has the standard operations for bundles with r-connections. 
Let F and F’ be bundles with (integrable) r-connections V, and Vi. One defines 
(integrable) r-connections on 
AF by (iV)(,1; A . . . d)=Cf, A . . . AA_,AvfiAJ+l A . . . A1; 
F@F’ by v,@v:(f@f')=v,(f)@f'+f@Wf') 
*oqr,.(F,F') by (Vcp)(f)=V:cp(f)--cp(V,f). 
Denote by Vy the connection on %MZ,~ (F, Co,) = F”. 
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If (F, V,) and (F’, Vi) are of rank one, of cocycles (u,,, w,) and (u&, o;), then 
(F@ F’, V,@V:) is of cocycle (u.~.u&, o,+oi). Therefore (F@ F’, V,@V;)=(F, V,)+ 
(F’,V:) in H2(Y,E(1)~~~r-+A1)(resp. in H2(Y,Z(1)+A’)). Similarly (F”,V:)= 
-(F, V,) in H2(Y, Z(l)+ 0, -+ A’) (resp. H’(Y, Z (l)+ A’)). 
A jiltration F,_ 1 c F, of a higher rank bundle F by subbundles F, such that 
V,F, c A ‘0 F, is said to be T-compatible (T-jlat if Vf =O). This defines (integrable) 
r-connections V, k on F, IF, _ , . 
An exact sequence 0 + F’ + F -+ F” -+ 0 is said to be r-compatible (r:flat) if the filtration 
F’ c F is. 
(2.3) Let g: Z ---f Y be a morphism between two manifolds, and F and T be as in (2.1). 
Define Qi,, by the exact sequence 
One has the exact sequence 
P’ 
g*A’-+R;,,+n;,,-,o 
CLAIM. r extends to a surjectiue morphism of complexes I: 0, --f 0,; f. 
Proof: In order to extend r as a morphism of complexes, one has to see that the kernel of 
G-4,, is generated by the image in Qi of g* Bl/\Qk- ‘. By the Leibniz rule it is enough 
to see that dg*B’ c g*B’l\Ri. Since A’ is a quotient complex of Q; one has dB’ c B’AQ:. 
Write g*B’ =CzQ,- Ipyg- ‘B’. By the Leibniz rule again one has 
dg*B’ cg*B’~\RZ+~~Os-‘,yg-l(B1l\n~)~g*B1~\R~. 
Now since Qg + Qi, ~ is surjective by definition, Qs + C$, r is surjective, and r is a surjective 
morphism of complexes. 
Denote by rd the diflerential on a;,,. One has (rd)2 = 0. One dejines the r-connection 
g*V,: g*F + Q;,, E g*F 
by writing g*F =O, @ g-lF 
Y-‘Cz 
and g*V,V.Ocp) =rdl@ v+~.~_F~ V,cp 
pz Y 
for qEg-‘F and 1.~0,. 
The corresponding B’l is the image of g*B’ in R,. ’ As (rd)’ =O, g*V, is integrable ifV, is, 
and g*F is generated by r-flat sections if F is generated by t-flat sections. 
(2.4) Set Z=P(F) the projective bundle of F. One has the other exact sequence 
Define as in (0.6) 0: R&, -+ 0;. ~ by B 0 1 =( 10 q) g*V,(,; “(,,. By the same computation as in 
(0.6.1) one has -u is a section ofp’. 
In this case, g*A’ is embedded in Qi,,. 
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One obtains a section 
7’=(1 +p’o): n;*r + g*A’ 
which may be written with the notations (0.7) as r’rd t” (“>- ’ x ( tk -t” (10 q) g*V,ek-;Tj g*Vleo ). 
(2.5) Assume now that V, is integrable. By (1.4) one has (r’rd)2 = 0. This defines (1.3, iii) 
a morphism of complexes 
?I: Q, -+ g*A’ 
where the differential on g*A’ is defined by r’rd. As in (1.3) one has Rg,g*A’=A’. The 
morphism T’Y defines a morphism in the derived category T’Y: Rg,Q + A’. 
(2.6) Further one may define: r’r-connections V,., and Vi., on G(l) and Q;,,(l) by 
Kr=r’q*V,ln:,~I, 
v,,, = (I@ q)r’g*V,. 
They are integrable if V, is. 
(2.7) Through the rest of $2, one considers on a manifold X a morphism of complexes 
zo: Q, + A’ as in (2.1) and a bundle E with an integrable To-connection V. 
On the projective bundle P(E) one has defined rro and integrable rr,-connections on 
o(1) and Q&,,x,r,. One may repeat this construction (rank E-l) times. One has the 
following data on thejag bundle of E which we callf: P -+ X, with f the splirring morphism. 
(i) There is a morphism T: Q> -+ f *A’ with (rd)2 =O. The complex 
A;=&‘,, ld+f*Al + . . . Tf*An 
verifies Rf, A;= A’. If r. =identity (which means E flat), write a; for A;. One has 
Rf$;=Q,. 
t extends to a morphism of complexes r: Q; + A;. 
(ii) The integrable r,-connection V defines an integrable r-connection (f *V), on f *E. 
The canonical filtration 0 = E, c . . . c E, =f * E off * E is r-flat (see 2.2). This defines an 
integrable r-connection V,, k on the splitting rank one bundle L, = E,/E, _ 1, and therefore a 
class (Lk, V,,,)E H2(P, Z (1) + A;) whose image in H’(P, Z(1) ---t clp) is the isomorphism 
class of Lk (and whose image in H2(P, z (1)) iS dfP(Lk), the topological Chern class (2.1)). 
This class is represented on some Tech cover by (u$, o”,) E r( U,,, P*) x r( U,, A,’ ) such that 
6u =O, u-l .rdu=&o, rdo=O, where 6 is the Tech differential. 
(2.8) The Deligne complexes (see [Z]) on a manifold 2 are 
Z(p),=E(p)+0,+. . . -i-g-l 
=cone(Z(p)@FP~%) C- 11 
where a: Z(p) + @ is the natural embedding and i: FP + 0; is the Hodge-Deligne F- 
filtration, There is a product 
~(P)rXG),+~(P+d, 
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which is uniquely defined by 
x.x’= a(x).x’ if deg x=0 
xr\dx’ ifdegx>Oanddegx’=q 
0 otherwise, 
for x homogeneous in Z(P)~ and x’ homogeneous in Z(q)g. 
In the cone language this corresponds to (n of@ 0). (n’ of’ 0 o’) = (n . n’ +ff’, 
ct(n)~w’+w~ i(f)),for(n@f)~Z(p)@F~,(n’@f’)~Z(q)@F~, wandw’~f&. One hasx.x’ 
= ( _ l)dewdc~x x’. x up to homotopy, for x homogeneous in H(p), and x’ homogeneous in 
Z(q)9 (see [2], and [7] for precise computations). 
This defines a product in the cohomology 
Hp’(Z(p)p) x Hq’(E(q)p) --* HP’+q’(Z(p+q)p) 
which is anticommutative, that is 
x.x’=( - l)p”q’x’.x for XEH~’ (Z(P)~) and X’E Hq’(Z(q),). 
Therefore the p-symmetric functions of the classes of L, in H 2 (P, Z ( 1)1/) = H1 (P, 0:) on 
the flag bundle P of E define classes c;(f* E)E HZp(l’, Z (P)~). 
Define 
E (P),,r, =H(p)-+AO+A’-+. . . +AP-l. 
One has the morphism ro: Z(P)~ --$ Z(p)Y,ro. 
(2.9) On a manifold Y with a morphism r: !A; + A’ as in (2.1), define iZ(p),=Z(p) 5 A’. 
One defines a map 
Z(P), x Z(q), --, Z(P +q), 
x.x’=r(x).x’ if degx=O 
0 otherwise 
for x and x’ homogeneous in Z(p), and Z(q)r. This defines a product, that is it factorizes 
through 
~(PL@zaq),-+aP+q)* 
One has to verify that 
d(x*x’)=dx.x’+(- l)degxx.dx’ 
for x and x’ homogeneous in Z(p), and Z(q),, where d is the differential in the corresponding 
complex. The left hand side is 
t(x) - dx’ if degx=O 
0 otherwise 
whereas the right hand side is 
xd(x’)=r(x)*x’ if degx=O (since degdx= 1) 
0 otherwise. 
Define a map 
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where 1 is the homogeneous degree of the complex considered, by 
h(x @x’)=(- l)dcgx~ A x’ ifdegx>O and deg x’>O 
0 otherwise. 
One verifies immediately that 
(hd+dh)(x @ x’)=h(dx @ x’+(- l)degXx 0 dx’)+dh(x 0 x’) 
is 
- xx’ if degx=O, degx’>O 
( _ 1)2deg xxx’ if degx>O, degx’=O 
0 otherwise. 
This means that 
X’.X_-(_l)d~gx.degx’ x’.x=(hd+dh)(x 0 x’). 
In other words, this product is anticommutative. 
This defines a r-product in the r-cohomology 
HP’@(P),) x H4’(h(q)*)-,HP’+4’(2(P+ 4M. 
The anticommutativity implies 
x. x’=( - l)p’q’x’. x for x E W’(Z!(p),) and x’ E Hq’(Z(q)l), 
and in particular x. x’ = x’ . x for x E H2p(Z(p)r). 
The r-product factorizes through the product 
Z(P) x Z(q)r + H(p+q), 
defined by 
(x, x’) --, T(X). x’. 
Therefore the r-product in the r-cohomology factorizes through the product 
HP’@(P)) x H4’(~(q),) 4 HP’+4’(~(P+q)r) 
which is defined by T(X). x’. 
Finally the product on E(p), maps to the cup-product on Z(p). Therefore the r-product in 
the r-cohomology maps to the cup-product in cohomology: the following diagram 
HP’(Z(P)*) x H4’(E(q),) + HP’+@(z(P+q)J 
1 1 
H”‘@!(p)) X @(Z(q)) -+ w’+q’(Z(p+q)) 
is commutative. 
(2.10) Define the characteristic classes of( f * E, f * V) by cp( f * E, f* V) = p-th symmetric 
function of 
(LkrV~,e)EH2P(P,B(P),) 
for E, L+, V,. k as in (2.7), Z(p),= Z(p) -+ A; and the product as in (2.9). 
(2.11) Denote by up the morphism 
,4;+(8,+. . .+f*Ap-l), 
rd 
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by T the morphism 
(8, + . . . -4-q’)+(6,--$. .+f*AP-l), 
by h(p),., the complex 
Z(p)+C,;;:. . . .+f*Ap-l 
and similarly for 56. 
PROPOSITION. One has 
rci(f* E)=a,c,(f* E,f* V) in H*“(P,H(p),,,). 
ProoJ: The product on Z(P)~ (2.8) defines a product x on Z(P)~,~ by 
x x x’=T(x)x’ if degx=O 
x A sdx’ if degx>O, degx’=q 
0 otherwise, 
for x and x’ homogeneous elements in h(p),,, and Z(q)r,r. Define a map 
h:(U), O,~(q)r)‘-(H(p+q),,,)‘-‘3 
where I is the degree in the complex considered, by 
h(x 0 x’) = ( - l)dc*x A x’ if degx>O,degx’zq+ 1 
0 otherwise. 
We prove in (3.3)---actually in a greater generality-that 
apx xa,x-a,+,x~x’=(hd+dh)(x @IX’). 
Therefore the diagram 
Z(P), O,aA ----L Z(P + 4, 
commutes up to homotopy. Since rc;(f* E) and apcp(f* E,f* V) are defined as symmetric 
products ((2.8) and (2.10)), it is enough to verify 
This is (2.7, ii). 
rc~(L,)(=c~(L,) in H2(P,E(1),,,)=H2(P,E(1),)) 
=a,(L,V,J. 
(2.12) If g: M + X is the projective bundle of E, then one has ([2]. 1.7.2) 
Hq(M,Z(p)9)= @ g-1Hq-2j(X,H(p-j)9)4(l)j 
Ojjjr- 1 
OJq-Zj 
OSP-j 
The Deligne cohomology of M is a free module over the Deligne cohomology of X, with 
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bases @o(l)‘, Osj$ r - 1. By taking the coefficients of the expansion of 0( l)‘, one defines the 
Chern classes c;(E) E H2”(X, Z(&). With the formalism of Hirzebruch-Grothendieck ([9]), 
one proves they are functorial and additive, and thereby verifyf- ‘c;(E) = cz(f* E), where 
cF(f* E) was defined in (2.8) (see [2], 1.7.2 and 1.7.3). 
The image of cF(f* E) in Zf’“(P,Z(p)) is the topological Chern class crp(f* E)= 
f- ‘cy (E), where c?(E) is the image of c;(E) in H2”(X,Z(p)). 
(2.13) The formula (2.12) is no longer true for the r-cohomology: H’(M, Z( .),) is not a 
free module over H’(X,Z( .),,,). Therefore one can not use Hirzebruch-Grothendieck’s 
formalism to prove,that our classes cP (f * E, f * V) verify the standard properties of Chern 
classes. 
The rest of this chapter is essentially devoted to the definition of classes c,(E,V) on X 
(2.15), to the proof of the functoriality (2.16) and the additivity (2.17), and to some simple 
comments. 
(2.14) LEMMA. With the notations of (2.7) and (2.9), one has the following commutative 
diagram of exact sequences 
0-f - l WX, ~(P)&+~V, adA + H4(P, wh!f- l fox, aP))-+O 
% I 
a, I ii 
0 -f _‘H4(XY aP),,,J + HYP, Z(P),,,) + H4(P, qP)Yf- l WX, aP)w. 
Proof Just write 
Z(P), =cone(Z(p) + A’)[- 1] 
% 
I 
Z(p),,, =cone(Z(p)+(O, +. . . + (A;-‘)) [ - l] 
rd 
and remember that 
(2.15) THEOREM. Let E be a bundle on a manifold X with an integrable r,-connection V. 
They are classes c,(E, V@N2P(X, Z(p),,) whose images in H2’(X, Z(P)~,,) are the images by 
TV of the Chern classes c;(E) E H2p(X, Z(p),) in the Deligne cohomology, and whose images in 
HZp(X, Z(p)) are the topological Chern classes cFP(E). 
Proof The r-product is compatible with the cup-product (2.9). Therefore the image of 
cP( f * E, f * V) in H2p(P, Z(p)) is precisely f - ’ cFP(E). This shows via (2.14) that 
for a class 
c,(f * E, f * V) =f - ’ c,E V) 
cp(E, V)E H2p(X, H(P),,) 
which is uniquely determined. Its image c’ in H2p(X, Z’(P)~,,) verifies 
f-‘c’=a,c,(f*E,f*V) 
=rc;(f* E) 
=Tf -‘e(E). 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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One has the commutative diagram 
f- l wx, aPhi) 4 H4(P, Z(P)Y, 
70 1 I 
f-'~4K~(PL,ro) G fww;L,r, 
Therefore c’=r&(E). 
This proves also that the image of c,(E,V) is the topological class c’,““(E). 
(2.16) At this point we want to prove the functoriality. Let g: Y-X be a morphism 
between two manifolds, and E be a bundle with an integrable r,-connection on X (2.1). As in 
(2.3) r,, defines a morphism rb: Q;+C$r,,6. Write for simplicity A”=R;,rb and set 
II” =img* B’ in Qi. Let r: A”-+A”’ be a morphism of complexes with A”‘= Oy, Ank is a 
quotient bundle of A”. Set B” c B”l= yet (0: + A” ’ ). Then rg* V = rV’ is a well defined 
integrable ra-connection on g* E = E’ for 5:: 0; -+ A”‘. Define g- ’ A’ by g- ’ A’-+g- ’ A1 + 
. . . as a complex of C-modules. One has a natural map of @-complexes p: g - 1 (Z(p),,) + 
Z(p),,. This defines 
Pg-l:~Zp(xqP),,) -+ fwYJ(PL;). 
PROPOSITION. (i) One has pg- ’ c,(E, V)= cp(E’, V’). 
(ii) One has cr(E,V)=(AE, i\V) US defined in (2.15) and (2.2). 
ProojI The second statement is a consequence of the first. 
If(i) is true, then one has 
P’.P(AE, Av)=(&* E h(f*V),)? 
for 
p’:f_ 1 Z(PX, + aPLY 
and r andfas in (2.7). One has 
(Af* E, A(f* V),)=( 0 Lj9 0 vz, j) 
=,;,i9vT:j) 
Therefore one has (/jE, ~V)=c,(E,V). 
by construction 
(2.2) 
(2.10) 
(2.15) 
Let us prove the first statement. Consider the Cartesian product 
h 
P’ + P 
where P is the flag bundle of E and P’ is the flag bundle of E’(2.7). The canonical filtration Ek 
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(resp. splitting Z,;) off’*E’ is the pull-back by h of the canonical filtration E, (resp. splitting 
Lk) off*E. 
On P and P’ one has T: Qp + A; and T": f&i. + A”,:. as defined in (2.7). 
One wants to see that there is a natural map 
P’:h-‘Z(p), -Z(p),.. 
such that the image by p’ of 
(Lj, V*,j)EH’(p,~(l),) is (L;,V,.., j) in H’(P’,H(l),..). 
Assume that P=P(E) and P’=P’(E’) (this means that rank E S2). 
One has the commutative diagram of exact sequences 
0 + h*f*A’ -+ h*R;/f*B’ --) h*R:,, -+ 0 
I I II 
0 +f’*,#‘r + Q;./f,*B”’ - R&r - 0 
Recall that 0 is defined by 
%x(l) -f*E 
\ 
I /‘V 
a@] Q;/f*B’@f*E 
I I@q 
n;/f*B’ 0 O(1) 
This gives a commutative diagram 
h*Af =h*f*A’+.=h*Q;,‘f*B’ 
One has s’ah*f *V = r’f’*rg*V. 
Define C’ =J& !$.+ A ,‘. Then h*(f*V), is a connection with values in R:./h*C’. 
Define the morphisms I’ and r” 
Q;,ff’*B” : @./h*C’ z A”$.. 
One has r”r’=r’a. Therefore one has 
(1) r”h*( f *V), = s’ah*f *V. 
Call V, and Vi the integrable r-connections on e,(l) and n:,,(l), V,.. and Vi., the 
integrable r”-connections on @I,,, (1) and R:.,, (1). 
(1) implies r”h*V, = V,,, 
r”h*Vi = Vi... 
Now (0) implies that the map h-lAZ+A”~s, e t d t x en s o well defined maps of complexes 
h-' A;+A:(.: and p’: h-‘Z(p)r+Z(p),.. such that 
P’(O,(1), V,) =(@p*, (1X V,,) and 
&W:,,(l), W=($.,,(f), %). 
One repeats the construction inductively for (Q&,(l), Vi) and (Q&,,(l), Vi..). 
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(2.17) The next points (2.18) and (2.19) are devoted to the following additiuity property. 
Let O+(G, V)-+(E, V) 5 (F, V)+O be a r,-flat sequence ((2.2)), with I= rank E and s = rank G. 
PROPOSITION. One has c,(E,V)= c c,(G,V).c,(F,V). 
k+l=p 
To prove it we need a standard geometrical compatibility of the flag bundles of F, G, E 
and further we need that this compatibility respects the complexes H(p),. 
(2.18) We consider the flat exact sequence and 
f’(F) P(E) 
E ‘\ JE, 
X 
The surjective morphism c*E + 0 P(FJ(1) defines an injection j: P( F) + P(E) such that 
j*flPcs(l) = OPo,(l) [lo]. One obtains the following commutative diagram of exact 
sequences 
P 
E*G 3: E*G 
1 1 
O~~:~E,,~(~)IP(F)‘E*E~LSIP(F)(~) -+O 
I &Ill I /I (*) 
0 + I:,,,,,- E*F 2 flpcF,(l) --f 0 
I I 
0 0 
Call crE and cr the sections defined in (2.4). s’*V is a connection with values in 
R&,/E’*B’, and we have j*s’*V = E*V by construction. Call j*a’*V simply the restriction of 
s’*V to P(F). 
One has 
e*nj*aE@ 1= .s*zj*(l @ qE) (E’*V) 
= (1 @ qr) E*v 
=a,@1 
Therefore the diagram 
R:(,,,,(F, d &*A’ 
‘A TF R’ P(F) 
is commutative and extends to the commutative diagram 
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Especially the restriction of the r,-connection of 0 P,E) (1) to P(F) is the r,-connection of 
flPcF, (I), and the vertical left-hand side sequence of (*) is an exact sequence of integrable 
r,-connections. This shows that our situation is inductive. We repeat the previous first step 
to reach the following state at the (T-(s+ l))-st step. 
One has the commutative diagram 
where D( F ) is the flag bundle of F, i’ is injective. On Z’ one has the canonical “half-splitting” 
of 
E:E;cE;+, c . . . cE;=h*E 
such that 
i’*Ej = f*G 
i’*E;/E;_,=F,/F,_, for s+l SkSr 
where F, is the canonical splitting of F: 
0 = F, c Fs+l c . . . c F, =f*F. 
Call r,:Q,,,, + A;, the morphism defined in (2.7), with A&, =S*A’, R&A;,,, = A’, 
and r,:Ri, + A;, the morphism in Z’ defined in (2.5) and (2.7). The filtration E; (F,) is 
tI - (rF -) flat. The restriction of the integrable r,-connection V,, ,k on E;/F;_ 1 to D(F) is 
the integrable r,-connection VrF,k on F,/F,_ 1. 
One has the commutative diagram of complexes 
This defines a morphism E(P)~,,~,~, + Z(P)~.. The classes (E;/E;_,, Vr,,k) in 
H*(Z’, H(l),,) are mapped to the CkiSSeS (F,/F,_ 1, VrF.;L) in HZ (D(F), Z(l),,). 
(2.19) Consider now the Cartesian square 
Y -:z 
s I I h" 
D(F) z Z’ 
where Y is the flag bundle off*G, Z is the flag bundle of Ej. Of course Y = D(F) x *D(G) 
and Z is also the flag bundle of E. Write E, the canonical filtration of h*E = h”*h’*E. Then 
O=E,cE,c . . . c Es = h”*Ei is the canonical filtration of h”*E; and E, = h”*E; 
for s+lskgr. Call O=GO~G,c . . . c G, = y *G = /J*f*G = i* E, the canonical 
filtration of y*G, and set Fi = B*F,. One has i*El, = G, for 0 5 k $ s and i*E,/E,_, 
=F;IF;_, fors+l Sksr. 
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Call r’:R; + A;., the morphism defined in (2.7) (with respect tof*G and TV: Rb(,, -+ A;, 
on D(F)). 
One has Af, = y*Ak and Ry,A;, = A’. Call T: Q; + A; the morphism defined in (2.7) 
(with respect to h”*Ei and TV: Q>. + A;, , or if one prefers, with respect to h*E and 
50: n, -+ A’). 
We apply now the functoriality (2.16). There is a morphism p’:Z(p), --) Z(p),. which 
sends the class of (Ek/&_I, V,.k) in H’(Z, Z(l),) to the class of (&IF;_ 1, V,,,k) for 
s + 1 _I k L_ r or to the class of (Gk/Gk_ 1, vr’.k) for 0 _I k 5 s in H2( Y, Z( l),.). 
By the functoriality again, one knows that 
y%,(F, V) = c,(y*F, 
y- ‘c,(G, V)= c,(y*G, 
Therefore one obtains 
(y*V),,) and 
(v*V),*). 
p’i-‘c,(h*E,(h*V),)= c y-‘c,(G,V).y-‘c,(F,V), 
k+l=p 
The latter is y-l ,+T=, c,(G, V).c,(F, V). 
This finishes the proof. 
(2.20) COROLLARY. Let g: Y + X be as in (2.16). Assume that (g*E, rg*V) has a T;-jut 
jiltration (Ek, rg*V = Vi). For c(E,/E,_,, Vi) = ~c~(E,/E,_,, Vi) one has pg-‘c(E, V)= 
I 
v c(E,/E, - I 3%). 
Proof: Apply the functoriality and the additivity. 
(2.21) COROLLARY. Let X be u smooth projective variety. Let 0 --) (G, V) + (E, V) + (F, V) 
-+ 0 be a fiat exact sequence with rank E = r and rank G = s. Then c,(E, V) is torsion for 
p 2 sup (s,r-s)+ 1. 
Proof: One has ((2.17) and (2.9)), assuming r - s < p and s < p: 
c,(E, V) = 1 c~“(G).c,( F, V) 
k+I=p 
As c:“(G) is torsion for k 2 1 and as 1 < p, one obtains (2.21). 
Remark. This implies (2.15) that the image c;(E) is torsion also. 
(2.22) MULTIPLICATIVITY. 
Let E and F be two bundles on X with integrable 7,-connections V and V’. Consider a 
morphismf: P + X realizing a splitting Li of E,M, of F with integrable t-connections Vi and 
VJ. One has the splitting off*(E @ F) by Li @ Mj, off*(V @ V’), by Vi 0 Vi. Then one has 
p~of-‘cp(EOF.W’) ’ .tp= n(l +[(L,,Vi)+(Mj,V1)].t) 
i.j 
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zor’cp(iE3 j(v)‘tpz fl(l +C(Li,t vi,)+ . . . +(Li,. vik)]‘t). 
1 S i, < . < i, s rank E - 
c,(E,V)= (- l)Pcp(EV, V”). 
(2.23) One summarizes the previous statements for standard flat bundles. 
THEOREM. Let E be ajlat bundle on X with an integrable connection V. There are classes 
c,(E, V)EH’~(X, Z(p) -+ C) whose images in Hzp(X, Z(p)a) are the classes c?(E), whose 
images in H2(X, h(p)) are the Chern classes cP ‘“P(E). They arefunctorial and additive. The class 
c,(E, V) is the isomorphism class of 
(’ ‘> 
l\E, AV in H’(X, Z(1) -+ C). Moreover c,(E, V) is 
torsion for p 2 2 as soon as E has aJIat splitting by rank one bundles (and X is projective). 
(2.24) Axiomatic description of the classes c,(E, V). Let X be a manifold, zo: Q, + A’ be 
as in (2.1). 
THEOREM. For any bundle E with an integrable r,-connection V, there are classes 
c,(E, V) E H2p(X, Z(p) -P A.) which are uniquely determined by the following conditions: 
(i) c,(E, V) is the class (det E, det V) dejined in (2.1) 
(ii) c,(E, V) isfunctorial in the sense of(2.16) 
(iii) c,,(E, V) is additive in the sense of (2.17). 
Proof: The existence has been shown in (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17) whereas the unicity 
follows from the existence of the r-flat canonical filtration (L,, V,.,) on the flag bundle 
f:P + X of E: by (2.16), one hasf-i c,(E, V) = cP(f* E,f* V) and by (2.17) this class is the 
p-symmetric sum of the classes (Llr, V,,,). 
(2.25) Comparison with other classes. 
(2.250) Consider the morphisms 
a,,: Hzpml(X, @/Z(p)) -, H2’(X, Z(p)o) 
B:H2p- ‘(X, WP)/W)-+ H2P(X, ZT(pb) 
y: H2’-‘(X, R/Z)+ H2p(X, Z(p&,) 
with 
7Lp: c+ R(p). 
If X has a Hodge structure, for example if X is an algebraic proper manifold, then one 
knows that y is an isomorphism onto its image. Call y-l its inverse. 
(2.251) Comparison with the Deligne classes c;(E). We have seen in (2.15) that 
a,c,(E, V) = c;(E) 
for flat bundles. This implies the following 
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LEMMA. Let X be a manifold with a Hodge structure. Then 
1 
- n,c,(E, V) is uniquely 
(2ir)p 
determined by c:(E) for E jlat; one has 
1 
__ 71 c (E, V) = y-l c&E). 
(2i7r)p ’ ’ 
(2.25.2) M. Karoubi [ll, 121 defined for a simplicial set X and a flat bundle E classes 
E,(E) E H2P-’ (X, @/h(p)), using K-theory, cyclic homology and the cohomology of the 
classifying space BG. In a personal communication, he hold the author that his classes verify 
the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of (2.24) (work in preparation). Therefore one would have 
(2.24): c,(E, V) = E,(E) for flat bundles. 
(2.25.3) J. Cheeger and J. Simons [4] defined for a differentiable manifold X and a flat 
bundle E classes f,(E) E HZp- 1 (X, W/Z) using the cohomology of the classifying space BG 
and the existence of universal unitary connections after M. S. Narasimhan and S. Ramanan. 
If X has a Hodge structure and E is unitary (that is coming from a unitary represen- 
tation of the fundamental group), S. Bloch ([Z], (3.1)) and C. Soul6 ([8], (5)) proved that 
ye,(E) = c;(E). Therefore one has in this case (2.251) 
1 
- n,c,(E, V) = t,(E). 
(2i7QP 
(2.25.4) It would be nice to know that the Cheeger-Simons classes lift the Deligne 
classes if E is a flat bundle which is not necessarily unitary. This would imply that our 
classes lift the Cheeger-Simons classes as in (2.25.3). However it might be difficult to show, 
since the construction of Cheeger-Simons is quite complicated in the non unitary case (at 
least for me!). 
$3. LOGARITHMIC THEORY 
(3.1) Let D be a normal crossing divisor on X and j: X - D + X be the open embedding. 
One considers a morphism of complexes 
T,:Q, < D > --) A;, 
where 8, = Ai, Ak, is a quotient bundle of Qi ( D ). One defines 
Z(P) D.ro = z(P)+ A,, 
Z(P) 9,D,ro = B(p) -+ AO, . . . -+ Fig-l 
ap:z(P)D.ro+ Z(p)v.D.ro 
TO:z(P),-+ z(P)Lf,D.co. 
One may perform the whole construction of $2. One finds classes c,~D(E,V)E 
H2p(X,E(P)D,10). For ~~ = identity, i.e. for standard logarithmic connections, this gives 
classes in H2p(X, Z(p) -+ Rj,C). One has a,c,~,(E,V) = s,c$(E). As one sees, those ClaSSeS 
do not lift the Deligne classes. We have to refine the construction to obtain this property. 
(3.2) On X define the complex 
z(p)~,=Z(p)-*Lo,,...,““-l~AR~...~A”, 
0 0 
and the morphism 
ap:Z(P)ro -+ z(P),. 
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On the flag bundle f: P + X of E, the integrable r,-connection defines a morphism of 
complexes T: Q; ( D’ ) + Ai,,, where D’ = f - l D, with Rf,A& = A,, and integrable T- 
connections Vr,k on L,. This defines of course 
(L V,,)EH’(R Z(l),.,). 
Define 
Z(p),:H(p)-+C,-+ . . . 4$-‘-$*A;+... -+_/-*A”,. 
One has Z(l), = Z(l),,, and morphisms: 
r:Z(p),+Z(~h,.~, with Z(P)~,~ = Z(p)+P,;f*Ah +. . . -*.f*AI;, 
as in (3.1) and up: Z(p), + Z(P)~. We define a product 
u: Z(P), x Z(q), + Z(P + q)7 
by the following data: 
x u x’ = 5(x)x’ if deg x = 0, deg x’ $ q 
x A dx’ if 0 < deg x < p, deg x’ = q 
x A rdx’ if p S deg x, deg x’ = q 
0 otherwise 
for x and x’ homogeneous in Z(p), and Z(q),. 
LEMMA. u is a well deJned product, that is it defines a morphism of complexes 
Z(P), 0 B Z(q), + Z(P + q)r .
Proof One has to verify 
d(xux’)=dxux’+(-l)d’gxxudx’, 
where d is the differential in the corresponding complex. The left hand side is 
xdx’ if deg x = 0, deg x’ i q 
dx A dx’ ifO<degxIp-2, degx’=q 
r(dx A dx’) = rdx A rdx’ if deg x = p- 1, deg x’ = q 
rdx A rdx’ if deg x 2 p, deg x’ = q 
0 otherwise, 
whereas the right hand side is 
x u dx’ = xdx’ ifdegx=O, deg x’ < q 
dx u x’ = xdx’ if deg x = 0, deg x’ = q 
dxux’= dx A dx’ ifO<degxsp-2, degx’=q 
= sdx A sdx’ ifdegxzp-1, deg x’ = q 
0 if deg x = 0, deg x’z q+l 
or if 0 < deg x, degx’_Iq-2 
(_ l)dws xudx’ = 0 if 0 < deg x, degx’=q-1. 
TOP 27:3-G 
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(3.3) On ~Z(P),,~ we define the same product as in (2.9): 
x.x’ = T(x).x’ if deg x = 0 
0 otherwise. 
The product u on Z(p), defines via T a product on Z(P)~,~, still denoted by u, by 
x u x’ = z(x). x’ if deg x = 0, deg x’ s q 
x A rdx’ if deg x > 0, deg x’ = q 
0 otherwise, 
which makes the following diagram commutative: 
aP)r OBaq)r dZ(P + q)* 
I 
T 
I 
7 
H(P),,, OH H(q),,, ~~(P+q)D.z 
Recall that the Deligne product (2.8) on Z(p),, is defined by: 
x .&jx’ = x . x’ if deg x = 0 
x A dx’ if deg x > 0, deg x’ = q 
0 otherwise. 
LEMMA. (i) The following diagram is commutative 
Z(P), CM(q), Az(P+q), 
I 
%@“q 
I 
%+s 
Z(P)9 0 zz (4)s .d -Z(p+q), 
(ii) The products u and . on Z!(P)~,~ are homotopic. 
(iii) The product u (on Z(p), and on H(p),,,) is anticommutative. 
Proof: (i) is obvious 
(ii) Define a map 
h: (Z(P)D,~ 0 J(q)&’ -+ E(P + q)b? y 
where 1 denotes the degree of the corresponding complex, by 
h(x@x’)=( - l)degx XAX’ if deg x>O, deg x’Bq+ 1 
0 otherwise. 
One has to verify that h is the homotopy wanted, that is 
xux’-x.x’=(hd+dh)(x@x’), 
where d is the differential in the corresponding complex. 
The left hand side is 
- x.x’ if deg x=0, deg x’hq+ 1 
x A rdx’ if deg x>O, deg x’=q 
0 otherwise. 
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The right hand side is 
h(dx@x’ + ( - 1) de~Xx@dx’)+dh(x@x’). 
Recall that if x is in fI; or inf*A& its degree is (s+ 1). One has 
h(dx@x’)=( - l)dcgx+l rdxAx’ if deg x’zq+l 
0 otherwise 
(-l)dcgXh(x@dx’)=(-1)2degrx~rdx’ if degx>O,degx’zq 
0 otherwise 
dh(x@x’)=(- l)dcgX(rdx~x’+(- l)dcgx-l~~ rdx’) 
if deg x>O, deg x’eq+ 1 
0 otherwise. 
Altogether this gives the equality wanted. 
(iii) Define the homotopy 
h:(Z(p),OzE(q),)‘-rZ(p+q)~_l 
by 
h(X@X’)=(-l)dcgxXAX’ if O<deg xsp 
O<deg x’$q 
0 otherwise. 
One verifies in the same way as in (ii) that 
(- 1) dc~xde~x’~‘u~-xu~‘=(hd+dh)(x@x’). 
This proves the anticommutativity of u on Z(p),. On Z(P)~,~ either one takes the same 
homotopy, or one remembers that u and * are homotopic (ii), and that - is anticommutative 
(2.9). 
(3.4) The product u on Z(p), defines a product u in the cohomology HP’(Z(p),), 
which verifies xux’=( - l)p’q’x’ux for XEH”(Z(~)J and x’~Zf~‘(Z(q),), and especially 
xux’=x’ux if p’=2p. Define the characteristic classes c,(f*E,f*V) as the p-symmetric 
sum of 
(Lo, V,,,)EH~(P, z(l),) (3.2) 
By (3.3, i), one has 
a,c,(f*E,f*V)=c;Cf*E)(=J-‘c;(E) by (2.8)). 
PROPOSITION. There is a class c,(E, V)E HZP(X, Z(p),,), which is uniquely determined such 
that 
f- ’ cp( E, V) = cp(f* E, f* V). 
It verifies a,c,(E, V)=c; (E). 
Proof One considers the exact sequence 
0+j--‘H2yX, z(p)ro)4z2qP, Z(p),)-+ 
f 1 H2p(X, Z(P)li) -+O 
_H2p(p7 z(P)0) 
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As a,c,(f*E,f*V)~f-lH’P(X, Z(p)?). one has c,(f*E,f*V)=f-‘c,(E, V) for a well 
defined class c,(E, V). The second assertion follows from the commutative diagram 
f-lW(X,Z(p) 704 3 P, ) H2P(P Z( ) ) 
up 
I i 
UP 
f- l HZP(X, Z(PL)G H2”(P,Z(P)v). 
(3.5) Consider the morphism ~~:Z(p)~~+Z(p)n._. 
LEMMA. One has 
T,c,(E, v) = c,.,(E, v) (defined in (3.1)). 
In particular, tfD = 4 and TV = identity (that is if (E, V) is afrat bundle), then the two definitions 
qfc,(E,V) (in (2.15) and (3.4)) coincide. !f D=4 and ~,#identity, one has r,c,(E,V) (us in 
(3.4))=c,(E, V) (as in (2.15)). 
Proof By (3.3,ii), the products u and . are homotopic. Therefore one has 
rcp( f * E, f * V) = cp,J f * E, f * 0). From the commutative diagram 
f - l H2p(XY H(P),,)G H2p(R, Z(P),) 
1 
70 
I 
T 
f - l HZP(XY z(P)D,JG H2p(R, Z(P),.,) 
one obtains the result. 
(3.6) One proves now in exactly the same way as in (2.16) and (2.17), replacing each 
time it is necessary E(p), defined in $2 by Z(p), defined in $3, that the classes defined in (3.4) 
are functorial and additive. 
Summarizing everything, one has the following 
THEOREM. Let T,,: Q,(D)-+A,, (E,V) be as in (3.1), Z(P)~, and ap:Z(p)rO+Z(p)rr be as 
in (3.2). There are classes 
c,(E, V) E HZp(X, Z(pA,,) 
which are uniquely determined by the following conditions: 
(i) cl( E,V) is the class (det E, det V) defined in (2.1) 
(ii) c,(E, V) is functorial in the sense of (2.16). 
(iii) cp( E, V) is additive in the sense of (2.17). 
Moreover one has a,c,(E, V)=c;(E). The proof is of course the same as in (2.24). 
(3.7) Remark. The theorem (3.6) is interesting essentially in the case r,=identity, that is 
if (E,V) is an integrable logarithmic connection. However, even in the case D = 4 and 
TV #identity, one obtains slightly more than in (2.15), because the classes (3.4) lift the 
Deligne classes, whereas the classes (2.15) lift “only” the “r,-Deligne classes”. 
&t. MISCELLANEOUS ABOUT HERMITIAN BUNDLES 
(4.0) In [6] P. Deligne introduces the group s X of isomorphism classes of rank one 
bundles E with an hermitian metric h on an analytic manifold X. He identifies it with the 
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cohomology group. 
where S$ is the sheaf of [W-valued C” functions, and the map Lfx+Si is described by 
f-*f+J This may be seen with Tech cohomology as in (1.1). If U, is a trivializing cover of E, 
with Elu,zG,.e,, and h,=log h(e,, e,), the tech cocycle of (E, h) in U*(iZ(l)) 
x %“(B,) x %O(S$) is (2irrmijk,Jj, log hi), with 8f=Zirtm,f+y=6 log h, where 6 is the Tech 
differential, coming from ei=exp(Jj).ej, hi=exp (Aj)exp (hj).hj 
(4.1) Let Ah be the C” C-valued De Rham complex of X. Its differential d decomposes 
in a+a, where a:Ay+Ay+’ and d:A~+A~,+‘*‘, and Ay is the sheaf of C” differential 
forms of type (i,j). On the other hand, the cohomology group 
d 2 e 
H2(X,Z(l)~~,-tA~o,O_rA:O~. . .+A?) 
is the group of isomorphism classes of rank one bundles E with A$-valued connection V 
which is compatible with the complex structure and whose curvature in the (2,O) direction 
vanishes: (V’)” = 0. This may be seen in the Tech cohomology in the same way as in (4.1). A 
cocycle for (E,V) in W’(Z(1) x %Y:‘(C?,) x%~(A~~) is (2ilrmijkfij, q), with 6f=2ixm, Gw=df 
and ao=O. 
(4.2) Define the complexes 
d d 
Gp=O+ . . . +@-+AftP-+A;+l~P~A~P+l+. . . 
where Asp is in degree 2P7 
and the cohomology 
Z(p),=Cone (H(p)@GP+A,)[- 11, 
H%(X, P) = H9(X, aP)G). 
Since GP has a natural product, it defines as in (2.8) a product on Z’(P)~ and therefore a 
product on H$(X,p). From the natural map GP +FP, where FP is the Hodge-Deligne 
filtration, one obtains a map 
E: H(P)c-+Z(P), 
which is compatible with the products, and therefore a ring map 
This defines a commutative square of rings 
0 ffi?(x,P)~ 0 HZP(X, Z(P),) 
P 
I 
P 
B I 
0 HO(AP)d osed + 0 HZP(X, FP) 
P P 
(see [2] for the compatibility between the Deligne and the F products, and [7] for precise 
computations). 
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Let S, be the C” R-valued De Rham complex of X, and A&(X, [w/Z) be the group of 
differential characters defined by Cheeger-Simons ([4] ). 
LEMMA. There is a natural map 
Proof: Define 
H~yX,p)~A2p-1 (X, R/h). 
Kk+‘=O-+O+S:+‘+. . .+Sp 
where Sy 1 is in degree (k + l), and 
‘+‘K=cone(C’(Z)@Kk+’ -C’(R)) [- 11, 
where C(A) is the complex of smooth singular A-valued cochains on X. The definition 
given in [4] implies immediately: 
Z?“(X, R/Z)=Hk+l(X,k+lK). 
On the other hand one has maps k(p)+C’(Z(p)), 
Gp+K2P(p), A,--+S,(P)-+C’(WP)), 
which define a map 
~(P)c-+~~K(P) 
and therefore a map 
H~P(X,p)+H2p(X, 2PK(p))=(2in)Pl?2P-1 (X, R/Z). 
Y’ 
1 
Then Y = (2ilc)p Y’. 
(4.3) By definition one has 
d a 
Hi(X, l)=H2(X,Z(1)~8,~A:O~. . .-+A”xO). 
Consider the morphism of complexes 
which sends G(X) to Ht(X, 1). 
LEMMA. The morphism 
a: G(X)+H;(X, 1) 
is injective. One has a(E, h)= (E,V,,) where V,, is the unique connection on E compatible with 
the complex structure and the hermitian metric h. One has u( E, V,) = c:(E), /3( E, V,) = Chern 
form defined by V,,. 
Proof: In the Tech representation, one has 
8(2inm,f, logh)=(2inm,f, ah/h). 
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Since ~=LJ~/~EV~(A~~) defines the unique connection compatible with the complex 
structure and h, one has a(E, h) = (E, V,). 
One considers the following commutative diagram with exact columns: 
H’(H(l)+K,) - -H’(h(l)-+0,) 
I I 
a 
Ho($) ‘H’(A;‘:. . . +A;‘) 
I I 
a 
H2( Z( 1)-4’,-+ S;)- H2(P(1)+0,-+A;o++A;P) 
H’(S;)=O 
If xeH2(Z(l)+0,+Si) with dx=O, then x=Im y, with yeHO( and dy=Im z, with 
r.~Im H’(Z(l)+O,). Therefore (y-Imz) maps to x and verifies d(y-Imz)=O. Since 
(y - Im z) E Ho (S$) this implies y - Im z = 0. Therefore x = 0. Finally, since the Chern form is 
&=Jahlh, it is B(E,V,). 
We would like to define classes c,(E, h) E H ff (X, p) such that olc,(E, h)= c?(E), 
/?c,,(E, h)= Chern form defined by h, (eventually cp(E, h) = E,(E) as defined in [4]), and such 
that ci (E, h) is the class 
(det E, det h) =(det E, det V,) 
described in (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3). We present a small step in this direction based on the 
r-construction. Since it does not lead to the goal, we just sketch the proof. 
(4.4) Consider an hermitian bundle (E, h). One has (V, ) 2 2o =O, where V, is the connection 
compatible with the complex structure and h. Consider the flag bundlef: P+X of E as in 
(2.7). Similarly to there, Vh defines a splitting 5: A:‘+f* Ai’, where 
f*Ay=f-lA;:Qf-,,tA;. 
The condition (V,2)2o =0 implies (r8)2 =O. Consider the sheaf UP_ of functions which are C- 
valued, C” in the X direction and holomorphic in the fibre direction. Then OP,_ is quasi- 
isomorphic to the complex 
where 2, is defined by 
and APfx=Ag’ff*AO,‘, and AO~&=~A~;~. 
Define Af” =J- l A$’ Br-lA; O,_. One verifies rc?A” c A:+‘*‘. One shows by standard 
arguments of the sheaf theory that Rf, Lo,_ = Ai and thereby that Rf, A; ’ = A? where A;’ 
is the complex (Af’, 73. Now the connection V, defines T-connections 
V,.&+Af” OpP L, 
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on the splitting rank one bundles L,, and thereby classes 
(Lkr V,.,)EHZ(p,Z(l)-t(~,~AfO~A,ZO~. . .) 
rP 
Using the product u of (3.2), one finds classes 
c,(f*E,f*V,)EH2p(P,~(P)~(ip~. . .+n;-‘+A,PO’. . .+.4:O) 
which are coming from X as in (3.4). Altogether this defines classes 
with the standard properties, and which lift the Deligne classes. However they don’t lift the 
Chern form: the natural map 
H~(X,p)~H2p(X,~(p),C’x-*. . . -+nf;-‘:A;o+ F . . .+A”,O) 
is not injective. 
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